Conference Programme

Monday, 11 September (10am-5.15pm, Jakarta time/ GMT+7)

9:00       Registration opens, Universitas Indonesia (Salemba Campus)

10.00-10.45 Welcome and opening words by conference hosts & organisers

Dr. Shobichatul Aminah (Head, CSGS-UI)
Dr. Athor Subroto (Director, SKSG-UI)
Dr. Rapti Siriwardane (Senior Scientist, PI, BlueUrban, ZMT)
Dr. Johannes Herbeck (Senior Researcher, PI, BlueUrban, Uni Bremen)

10.45-12.00 Keynote Address, Professor Dr.-Ing Wiwandari Handayani, Dept. of Urban & Regional Planning, Diponegoro University (UNDIP, Semarang, Indonesia)

“Transforming adaptation to climate change - experience and lessons learned from the northern coast of Java”, moderated by Dr. Lin Yola (UI)

12.00 – 13.00 Lunch (served on site)

13.00-14:20 Panel 1: Historicising & Pluralising Coastal Urbanity

**Farhan Anshary** (Newcastle University, UK):
Planning and imaginaries of the city and the sea in an urbanising world

**Dr. Michael Pante** (Ateneo de Manila University, Philippines):
A Cycle of Floods and Relocations: Metro Manila’s History of Disaster-Related Resettlements

**Syarifah Aini Dalimunthe** (National Research and Innovation Agency/BRIN, Jakarta):
The Politics of Pre-Disaster Memory on Coastal Cities

**Dr. Niranjana Ramesh** (Queen Mary University of London, UK):
Ecologies of alterity: cosmopolitical inhabitation of the coastal city

14:20-14:30 Short break
14.30-15:50  Panel 2: **Urbanising Oceans: Beyond Dry/Wet Dualisms**

**Haratua Abednego** (Independent scholar, Indonesia): Towards Acoustemological Climate Change: Listening to Loss in Timbulsloko

**Dr. Laura Noszlopy** (University of Birmingham, UK) online: Ocean shadows – activism and the arts

**Dr. Lalitha Kamath** (Tata Institute of Social Sciences, India): Sagar Putra: Decolonizing Mumbai’s coastal imaginary

**Marco del Gallo** (London School of Economics and Political Science/LSE, UK): Not only land reclamation: terrestrialisation practices in North Jakarta

15.50-16:20  Coffee break

16.20 – 17.10  Film screening, 20 min. documentary: *Doa Seorang Nelayan* (trans. The Fisherman’s Prayer), followed by an open discussion with Penang-based filmmaker, activist and scholar **Andrew Han**, Climate and Ecology Network (Georgetown, West Malaysia), moderated by Dr. Adipati Rahmat Gumelar (UI)

*End of Day 1*

---

**Tuesday, 12 September (8.50am-5pm, GMT+7)**

*Indonesian and Javanese talks with simultaneous English language translation*

8.30  Registration opens, Universitas Indonesia (Salemba Campus)

8.50-9.00  Welcome remarks and announcements

9.00-10.00  Keynote Address, **Guntoro, SH** (urban kampung activist and legal advocate, Urban Poor Consortium, Jakarta)

“Survival and expansion: Towards sustainable and inclusive urbanization based on experience from the North Coast of Jakarta” * (in Indonesian with English language simultaneous translation), moderated by Dr. Mia Siscawati (UI)

10.00-10:30  Coffee Break
10.30.-12:00  Panel 3: **Coastal Justice and Kampung Lifeworlds**

**Evelyn Teh** (Ara Research, Penang, Malaysia):
Gentrification of The Sea: The Case of Reconstructing the Urban Edge of Penang Island, Malaysia

**Qomarudin** (*Lurah* of Api-Api Village, Pekalongan): *
Before and after the *Rob*: Changing livelihoods in Pekalongan

**Nur Weni** (Treasurer, Kampung Eceng Co-operative, Muara Angke): *
Kampung futures: Coastal livelihoods and relocation in northern Jakarta

**Dr. Nurul Azreen Azlan**, Asia Research Institute, National University of Singapore
Architects and the Consultant’s Role in Speculative Greenwashing

12.00 -13.10  Lunch (served on site)

13.10-15:00  Panels 4 &5: **Urban Experimentation across the Archipelago**
(Parallel sessions), Chairs: Dr. Fatmah, UI (4) & Aloysius Suratin, M.Si, UI (5)

**Panel 4  Rethinking Disaster Beyond the Urban-Rural Divide (Rumah Siti)**

**Surya Tri Esthi Hutama** (ITERA, Sumatra):
Rural-urban Disparities on Transboundary Flood Management Policies on the Northcoast of Java (Case study: Pekalongan City and Pekalongan Regency, Semarang City & Demak Regency)

**Retno Dewi** (UNDIP, Semarang):
Understanding The Urban Vulnerability in Coastal Cities of Central Java: Case of Semarang, Tegal, & Pekalongan

**Mhd. Nur Hasan** (IAI, Lamongan):
Industrialisation: Environmental Pollution and its Impact on Public Health (online)

**Rizka Akmalia** (DELTARES, Jakarta):
Resilient Indonesian ‘Slums’ Envisioned: Data Requirements for Effective Advocacy

**Hatib Kadir** (UNIBRAW, Malang):
Cari selamat sendiri-sendiri (find your own safety): How urban settlers Survive from Chronic Flood in a Frontier Town *

**Panel 5  Placemaking: Flows & Fixities (Rumah Semar) – (with online presentations)**

**Prof. Dr. Wahyudi S.I.** (UNISULLA,)
Adaptation of an Irrigation System after Implementing a Polder System (online)

**Abdul Fikri Angga Reksa** (BRIN, Jakarta):
Room for Nature-based Solutions: Advancing Mangrove Forests as Coastal Risk Reduction in Urbanized Bali

**Dr. Noor H. Hassan & Gabriel Y.V Yong** (Universiti Brunei Darussalam: Climate Change and Sustainable Development of Kampong Ayer: Its History, People, and Environment

**Rizkiana Sidqiayatul Hamdani** (UNDIP, Semarang): Inclusive climate adaptation planning platform for developing countries: Feedback for system innovation tools

**Dr. Henny Pratiwi** (UNISULLA, Semarang)
Floating building platforms using plastic barrels in coastal areas (Online)
15:00-15:30  Coffee Break

15:30-17:20  Panel 6: The Buoyant City: New Materialities and the Vernacular-Modern

**Assoc. Prof. Dr. Rukuh Setiadi** (UNDIP, Semarang):  
Floating Jakarta: A Humanistic Perspective

**Don Kamarga** (B-foam, Bandung)  
Using recycled-blend styrofoam as floating structures - a case of turning around a vice byproduct into a sustainable waterway urban solution

**Dimas Hastama Nugraha, ST., M.Eng** (PUPR, Provision Java III)  
Floating Building: and alternative solution for Climate Change in coastal areas

**Johan Yang** (Executive Vice President, PT Polymindo Permata, Jakarta)  
Biomass composite, intersection of sustainability and material science

**Dr. Indah Mutia** (ULM, Banjarmasin)  
Contested threshold: Urban riverfront revitalization and the existence of floating houses in Banjarmasin

*End of Day 2 – Announcements*
Wednesday, 13 September (9.20am-5pm, GMT+7)

9.00  Registration opens, Universitas Indonesia (Salemba Campus)

9.20-9.30  Welcome remarks and announcements

9.30-10.45  Keynote Address, Assistant Professor Dr. Chitra Venkataramani, Department of Anthropology and Sociology, National University of Singapore/NUS

“The Line Between Land and Sea: Urban Development, Climate Change, and the Future of Coastal Worlds,” moderated by Dr. Kurniawaty (UI)

10.45-11:00  Coffee Break

11.00.-12.20  Panel 7: City-making & More-than-Human Entanglements

Dr. Indrawan Prabaharyaka, Novita Anggraini, Gusmaiti, Endira Julianda & Kamil Muhammad (Humboldt University/Labtek Apung):
Hypertension: Toward an Animal Turn in an Anthropocenic Java

Maciej Duszynski (University of Oxford, UK), online:
Nusantara Capital City Project in a Comparative Perspective

Dr. Lisa Nelfia (Trisakti University, Jakarta)
The Utilization of Nickel Slag Powder as a Substitution for Cement in Pursuit of a Green Concrete Future

Benita Sashia, M.Sc. (Indonesia Resilience / IRES, Jakarta):
Better Late Than Never: The Indonesian Government Should Take a Look at its Climate Refugee “Problem”

12.20 – 13.20  Lunch (served on site)
**13.20 – 14.40** Panels 8 & 9: Speculative Futures & Dreaming by Design (parallel sessions), Chairs: Dr. Masni Dyta Anggriani, UI (8) & Dr. Lita Sari Barus (9)

8. Politics, Ecologies, Infrastructures (Rumah Semar), online/hybrid talks

Gretchen Abuso (Xavier University, Philippines) online: The Production of Anthropogenic Marine Pollution: The Case of a Coastal Community in the Philippines (online)

Ganis Riyen Efendi, S.Kel,M.Si. (IKAMAT): - Ecopark sebagai Ekoeduwisata Mangrove Berbasis Kolaboratif di Marine Science Techno Park*

Neha Rane & Harshali Ghule (University of Exeter, UK): Losing ground: The contestation between coastal infrastructure and the community from a gender perspective

Dr. Irene Sondang (UI, Jakarta): How can the social protection scheme mainstream the integration of poverty reduction and action in coastal Pekalongan?

9. Contested Histories and Knowledges (Rumah Siti)

Dr. Wisnu Pradoto (UNDIP, Semarang): Karakteristik Mata Pencaharian Masyarakat di Pesisir Kota Pekalongan Terhadap Daya Adaptasi dan Tingkat Ketahanan Bencana Banjir

Arif Gandapurnama, ST, MT. (IAP Jawa Tengah, Jawa Tengah): Coastal Space-Politics: Local Governance and Spatial Interaction in Responding to Environmental Changes

Awang Setiawan (independent historian, Api-Api Village, Pekalongan): Mantak Rituals, Change and Upheaval*

Dr. Priyaji Agung Prambudi (UI, Jakarta): Local Wisdom as a Leverage for Climate Change Adaptation: A Study on Coastal Communities in Southern Java

**14.40 – 15.10** Coffee break

**15:10-16:40** Panel 10 Land Subsidence amid Uneven Urbanization

Dr. Cao Vu Quynh Anh (Institute of Industrial Science, University of Tokyo, Japan): Water risk management of Tokyo’s lowlands areas

Dr. Mila Karmilah (UNDIP, Semarang): “Urip Dioyak-Oyak Rob” – The Uneven Impact of Land Subsidence in Sayung

Dr. Yus Budiyono (BRIN, Jakarta): The role of technology to humans as reflected in land subsidence (and coastal retreat is the punishment)
Prof. Dr. Miguel Esteban (Waseda University, Tokyo, Japan):
Critical evaluation of the sequence of adaptation to relative sea level rise due to land subsidence in coastal cities

16:40 – 17.00  Closing remarks

(Followed by conference dinner, details below)

19.00-21.00  Conference Dinner, Lara Djonggrang Restaurant
Jl. Teuku Cik Ditiro No.4, RT.3/RW.2, Menteng, Central Jakarta

Organisers & Hosts
Leibniz Centre for Tropical Marine Research (ZMT), Germany - Dr Rapti Siriwardane (rapti.siriwardane@leibniz-zmt.de)
artec Centre for Sustainability, University of Bremen, Germany - Dr. Johannes Herbeck (johannes.herbeck@uni-bremen.de)
Universitas Indonesia, Jakarta - Dr. Athor Subroto, Muthmainnah (co-ordination, muthmainnah2011@gmail.com), together with Cahya, Gemilang, A.S Al-Haq, Iqbal L. Lisan, & Tsaairoh, As Sevilla, Nabila Ulin Nuha

Funding:
The BlueUrban project, supported by the German Research Foundation (DFG)’s Priority Programme SPP 1889 – Regional Sea Level Change and Society, in partnership with Universitas Indonesia, Ateneo de Manila University, and the National University of Singapore
https://blueurban.org/conferences/
Contacts:

Muthmainnah
+49 176 37841585
muthmainnah2011@gmail.com

As Sevilla
+62 856-9296-5629
as.sevilla17@gmail.com

Nabila Ulin Nuha
+62 878 7764 2137
nabilaulinna@gmail.com